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ABSTRACT

This thesis addresses the problem of how to detect boundaries on the basis of
motion information alone, and its solution is performed in two stages: (i) the
local estimation of motion discontinuities and the computation of the visual
flow field; (ii) the extraction of complete boundaries belonging to differently
moving objects. For the first stage, three new methods are presented that can
independently estimate motion boundaries: the Bimodality Tests, the
Bi-distribution Test, and the Dynamic Occlusion Method. These methods can

estimate motion boundaries in a scene containing several moving objects,
without prior knowledge of their shapes or motions, and they require only
local computations. The motion boundary estimators have been
implemented on the Connection Machine, a large parallel network of simple,
locally interconnected processors. Further, it is also shown that the visual
flow field can be locally estimated as a by-product of the early estimation of
motion boundaries, and a mathematical formulation is provided to show
that the proposed computation of visual motion is well-posed. The second
stage consists of applying and modifying the Structural Saliency Method by

Sha'ashua & Ullman to extract complete and unique boundaries from the
output of the first stage, which is often broadly defined and can contain gaps.
Results are presented that show that the methods can successfully segment
complex dynamic images composed of random-dot patterns or natural
textures. It is also shown how the methods can be used in stereopsis and
surface reconstruction.
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Mastezes Thesis by Anslm Spoeri VISUAL SYNOPSIS

The Early Detection of Motion Boundaries

The reader may perceive the outline of a
dalmation on its morning walk, but most likely
she or he will experience some difficulty because
of the absence of distinct intensity edges along
the dalmation's outline.

If, however, the reader were to see a motion
sequence of the dalmation then she or he would
immediately perceive its outline, even though the
intensity information in the individual frames is
ambiguous.

This thesis addresses the problem of how the
outline of the dalmation, for example, can be
computed based on motion information alone
and without there being a sharp change in
intensity along its outline.



VISUAL SYNOPSIS I!

* Problem Statement
How to detect and group boundaries based on motion information alone and how to
estimate visual motion early on ?

* What can be computed early on ? -> Potential displacements
Observation & Assumption
There is a great deal of ambiguity concerning the correct match, regardless of whether intensities or edge-tokens are
used as matching primitives to compute the potential displacements. Intensity values remain roughly constant at
corresponding points in subsequent frames, and we use a Gaussian matching function, which depends on the difference
in intensity at the two points which define a potential displacement.

YA/ the correct displacement

Ilsainte-nity c•m in fwt hum with value WI. y) anrd -. r a potential displacement
>x. points along it recmive highest value by Gaussian

(X matdftg hmtuno."I X

* How to deal with the ambiguity of the potential displacements ? -> Use the fact that the
potential displacements are unimodally distributed inside an object.

Observation & Assumption
The image flow field can be approximated as locally constant. Hence, neighboring points will have a potential
displacement in common and their potential displacements will cluster around a single point in a local
two-dimensional histogram that collects the votes for the different possible motions.

y 
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* How to detect motion boundaries ? -> Look for bimodal distributions of the potential displacements

Observation
The potential displacements of points within a circle, whose center is in the vicinity of a motion boundary, will cluster
around two different points in a local two-dimensional histogram that collects the votes for the different possible
motions.
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VISUAL SYNOPSIS 2,

A motion boundary will cause the local histograms to be bimodal.

*How to capturik the occurring bimodality ?
Propose five measures that are sensitive to a motion boundary. The left column shows how they

are defined and the right column shows their value along a scanline in a j X

Peakc-ratio C2 12

Ratio of the height of PEAK-RLATIO

the second highest and
of the highest peak in a
local histogram.

Signal-Noise-ratio SIGNAL-NOISE-RATIO
Ratio of the votes for the
highest peak & its neighbors
and of the votes for the
remaining displacements.

Local-Support-ratio LOCAL-SUPIPOIT-IATIO
Ratio of the highest peak and
the area of the circular
histogram support.

Chi-SquareCK4UR
Measures how well a I
Gaussian distribution can be
fitted to a local histogram.

Kolmogorov-Smirnov
Measures the probability that two ________________________________

histograms have been created by
the same population of motions. __________________________________
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The proposed measures have a global extremum at a motion boundary. !

* How to infer motion boundaries ?
The rows show the locally estimated boundaries for the case of a complex dynamic
random-dot pattern that contains a rotating circle and rectangle and a translating
square. The following three approaches can be used to infer the motion boundaries.

Pik-n ipa-amas-.mo Wa-wp•-mi. -

Thresholding
For the different measures a
threshold can be derived, above/
below which a motion boundary
can be asserted with high certainty.

Detecting Global Extrema
A boundary can be inferred where
the first derivative of a measure
crosses zero, its second derivative is
of the appropriate sign, and itsvalue is below or above a
conservative threshold, which hasbeen chosen so that any extremum below or above it can be safely excluded.

Combing the Measures
The measures have in common that
they have a global extremum at a

motion boundary, and that their
local extrema anywhere else in the
image are weakly correlated. Hence,
their thickened extrema contours
can be superimposed, and a motion boundary is inferred where they all intersect (thickened by 1, 2 or 3 pixels
respectively). This approach has the attractive feature that it does not require the setting of a threshold.

* How to locally estimate the visual flow field early on ?
The highest peak in a local histogram corresponds to the displacement with the most local support. Hence,
this displacement represents an estimate of the image flow and the peak-ratio reflects how good the estimate is.
The computation is well-posed and consistent with human psychophysics.

Estimated Flow Field Error Flow Field

W .. ..

/i(H__ ,\ \/ /''' j.
Air -
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The estimated motion boundaries can be broadly defined and can contain gaps.

How to extract complete and unique motion boundaries ?
How to separate contour segments belonging to differently moving objects ?

Observation
Object boundaries are generally smooth and the flow vectors along a boundary vary smoothly.

Structural Saliency Method
Extracts boundaries and closes gaps by employing a simple iterative scheme that uses an optimization
approach to measure the saliency of curves of line segments in terms of their smoothness and length.
A line segment consisting of three points is created only if the estimated flow vectors associated with its
points do not differ by more than two units in order to prevent curves of being formed that wander across
boundaries. Each segment corresponds either to a corresponding asserted motion boundary segment or to
an empty area or gap, called a virtual segment.

n

The optimization problem is formulated in terms of
maximizing a(n) over all curves of length n starting from P.
The computation becomes linear in n if Q is an extensible
function. Hence, the most salient curve of length n at P will be " 2 f ,2
equal to the maxima over all segments leaving P and the -
maximal curves of length (n-1) starting at the respective
end-points of these segments. %
The saliency measure is associated with each segment and not , ",
with the entire curve. P/' %%

* How to extract a unique contour ?
If the area in which curves are allowed to form is broadly defined then there will be several contours
growing alongside each other. To extract the most salient curve, we have to first propagate the saliency
value of the most salient segment along the curve that contributed to its value. This is done iteraterively by
each segment maximizing over the value of its preferred neighbor and its own. Thus, the largest value will
be propagated along its curve. Finally, we perform a non-maximal suppression operation, where each
segment suppresses all its neighboring segments if their saliency value is less and if they have similar
motion estimates associated with them. Hence, the most salient contours belonging to differently moving
objects will remain alongside each other.

Input Output
Estimated motion Connected contours belonging to
boundaries differently moving objects
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Introduction I

CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

It is a major goal of vision to infer the physical properties of the objects wh,,,zpo-mant to detect

present in a scene, such as their three-dimensional structure and motion bnaisayon?

in space. An essential first step towards this goal is the segmentation of .nday, tohdtionsre qoui- b
the image into regions that are likely to correspond to different objects. ear vison

modules.
" Boundaries areideal for inte-

This early segmentation can be used to guide and substantially graingo-
tion provided by

facilitate the further processing of the image. Firstly, it provides the the difrent
early vision

boundary conditions required by many early vision modules, such as modules.
" Boundaries pro-

optical flow, stereopsis, shape from shading, and surface reconstruction. vdtiputt
vsa routines

For example, many models for these processes assume that the visible higher-order
shape properties.

surfaces are generally smooth [14,15,17,19,28,40]. Without prior *salentandgrouped bound-
knowledge of the boundaries, however, these computations tend to ariesp rode the

input to recogni-

impose the smoothness assumption across boundaries, leading to error in ton pocesses
and reduce the

the computed motion, stereo and 3-D shape [15,17,401. Secondly, problemfacingthobem. fcn

boundaries are ideal for integrating information provided by the different the=L

early vision modules [121. Thirdly, the early detection of boundaries
provides the input to visual routines that establish higher-order shape
properties and spatial relations among entities in the image [441. These
processes can focus the attention of higher-level modules on the edges of
interest in a scene and they can preferentially allocate processing
resources to these structures of interest. Fourthly, early segmentation
provides the critical input to recognition processes, since salient and

grouped edges greatly reduce the combinatorial problem facing the
recognition methods, which often depend on the number of edge

primitives having to be examined.

Hence, a key problem of early vision is the detection of boundaries.

This problem, however, is diffi,-uit because the only information
available is a large array of intensity measurements. Likewise, detection

of boundaries from early 2-D or 3-D representations is difficult because
they are often sparse, noisy and inaccurate, especially in the vicinity of

object boundaries.
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1.3 The Difficulties

The fundamental problem that arises in the computation of motion and ApaertmPrble0 A -- g• edge,

its boundaries is that the movement of elements in an image is not given s througha
circular aper-

directly. It has to be computed from more elementary measurements. All mogom
to itself, while

we are given initially are the temporal changes of the intensity values at t
component ofeach image point, which allow us only to compute the flow component ,oatycnot
b perceved.

in the direction of the image gradient due to the aperture problem [231.
Correspondence
Problem

One possible solution to this problem is to compute the flow field and •e is a gr,dealof gambp
its boundaries simultaneously, using for example a Markov Random w,-.ngmOmand the umque

Field model and its line processes [13,18,241. These time consuming mtcofatoke.

schemes would be greatly facilitated if the boundaries are either already
known or at least estimated. A more common approach is to compute the
image flow field first and then to detect motion boundaries. This

approach has several inherent difficulties which will be discussed now.

The methods for computing visual motion fall in two classes: ,t-b-sedmehd solve

intensity-based and token-matching schemes. Intensity-based methods ply

have to integrate the local motion measurements due to the aperture smol var
ing tmage flow

problem [23]. This integration problem is commonly solved by assuming fieldtoeableto
integrate thethat the image flow field varies smoothly in the image [2,15,17,27,28]. This dense loa
motion mea-

constraint is valid everywhere except at object boundaries. Because of suremits.

this, considerable error will occur in the vicinity of object boundaries
[17,431. A further problem is that the computed flow field is often noisy
and inaccurate due to error in the initial motion measurements. As a
consequence, edge detectors that locate sharp changes in the components
of the computed image flow field will detect many incorrect motion
boundaries [151.

Token-matching schemes have to solve the difficult correspondence .Token-matching
methods have to

problem in order to. compute motion, and they usually produce a sparse solve t Corpond-ro prob-

flow field [421. Such a flow field needs to be smoothly interpolated so that ooeto
inter late

edge detectors can be applied to locate the motion boundaries. Without betwe-e the
su motion

the knowledge of the boundaries, however, the interpolation scheme will
cause the motion boundaries to be smoothed over to such a degree that it

may become impossible to recover them, or the ones, that can still be
detected by the edge operator will be poorly localized.
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To summarize, both classes of methods for computing visual motion
do not provide an image flow field from which boundaries can be
detected easily and reliably. The computation of motion and the detection
of motion boundaries is faced with a dilemma: in order to detect
boundaries with existing edge detectors, an almost error free and densely
defined image flow field is required, but a necessary condition for
computing such a flow field is the knowledge of the boundaries prior to
its computation.

Thus, it is necessary and desirable to be able to decouple the detection
of motion boundaries from the computation of the image flow field. But
what information other than the image flow field can be used to detect
motion boundaries? Which quantities can be easily computed at such an
early stage to compute a useful estimate of the motion boundaries ?

How amwe r=5

to 1.4 Detecting Motion Boundaries Early On
"* In two stages:
(0 low estima-
Wn of• mThe early detection of motion boundaries can be performed in two stages:
cntou (i) the local estimation of the motion discontinuities; (ii) the extraction ofades by modif-
n the st,- complete boundaries belonging to differently moving objects.

Shm1aaalViU 1.4.1 The First Stage
"* Guided by the
Constant Inten-
sity ar•d th For the first stage, three new methods are developed that can perform the
Translation sae e r a
w ,are reL..- local estimation of motion boundaries: the Bimodality Tests, the Bi-
Gaussian Ma. distribution Test and the Dynamic Occlusion Method. It is also shown
a Gaussian how visual motion can be locally estimated as a by-product of the early
spatial support SJucin - estimation of motion boundaries.

* Com&u low

the eayO- The first two methods make use of the fact that at a motion boundary
,islacau,,,- certain quantities, which can be easily computed early on, will duster

,dat a a.. around two different points in a local histogram. The quantities in
w question are (i) the potential displacements of an image point, and (ii) the

Send- flow com ponent m easured in the direction of the intensity gradient. The
do6,,which local histograms are constructed at every point using a circularcan Inued to

Z'"'t neighborhood whose radius will range between five and eight pixels.
Imog g w d•ffr-

.=-
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If a local histogram is computed in the vicinity of a motion boundary
then the resulting histogram of these quantities will be bimodal, where
the two peaks are of roughly equal strength. Hence, the Bimodality Tests

detect motion boundaries by computing the degree of bimodality present
in the local histograms. The Bi-distribution Test employs a non-
parametric statistical test to detect boundaries, using the fact that the

populations of motions are different on the two sides of a boundary. The
Dynamic Occlusion Method is based on the fact that intensity edges of

opposite contrast, called thin-bars, will be created or destroyed in the
vicinity of a motion boundary. A method is developed that can locally

compute the appearance and disappearance of thin-bars in a way that is
sufficient to estimate motion boundaries, without having to solve a

global and difficult correspondence problem.

The computation of the visual flow field and the detection of its
boundaries can be performed in parallel, since the highest peak in a local

histogram of the potential displacements corresponds to the motion with
the most local support. Hence, this displacement represents an estimate

of the image flow. The measures that are sensitive to degree of bimodality
occurring in the local histograms will reflect how good the estimate is. A
mathematical formulation is provided to show that the proposed
computation of visual motion is well-posed, and it is demonstrated that
the developed method is similar to the local voting scheme proposed by

Builthoff, Little & Poggio [7]. The approach of using local neighborhoods
to find the displacement with the most local support is consistent with

human psychophysics, since it exhibits several of the same "illusions"

that humans perceive.

1.4.2 The Second Stage

The pointwise output of the motion boundary estimators is often broadly
localized and it can contain gaps. The second stage consists of applying

and modifying the Structural Saliency Method developed by Sha'ashua &

Ullman [37,451 to extract complete and unique boundaries from the
pointwise output of the first stage. Boundary segments belonging to
differently moving objects are separated by using the motion estimates

provided by the first stage to constrain which edge segments can be

formed.
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The Structural Saliency Method employs a simple iterative network
and uses an optimization approach to produce a "saliency map", which

emphasizes salient locations in the image. The saliency of curves is

measured in terms of their smoothness and length, which is often
sufficient to perform figure-ground separation. The main properties of

the network are: (i) the computations are simple and local, (ii) globally

salient structures emerge with a small number of iterations, (iii) there is

little dependence on the complexity of the image, (iv) contours are
smoothed, gaps are filled in and linking information between edge

segments is provided.

The optimization problem is formulated in terms of maximizing a

structural saliency measure f2(n) over all curves of length n starting from
P. The computation is linear in n because D2 has been constructed to be an

extensible function. Hence, the most salient curve of length n at P will be

equal to the maxima over all segments leaving P and the maximal curves

of length (n-i) starting at the respective end-points of these segments.

1.5 Organization of the Thesis

Chapter 2 discusses previous work on the detection of motion
boundaries. Chapter 3 presents three new methods that can locally

estimate motion boundaries early on: the Bimodality Tests, the Bi-

distribution Test and the Dynamic Occlusion Method. It is shown how to

infer a motion boundary from the computed measures and how the

appropriate thresholds can be derived. Chapter 4 shows how visual
motion can be locally estimated as a by-product of the early estimation of

motion boundaries. A mathematical formulation is provided for the

proposed computation of visual motion and it is demonstrated that the

developed method is well-posed. Chapter 5 introduces the Structural

Saliency Method by Sha'ashua & Ullman and shows how it can be

modified to extract complete and unique boundaries from the pointwise

output of the motion boundary estimators, whose output is often broadly
localized and can contain gaps. Chapter 6 shows the results of applying
the methods to image sequences composed of random-dot or natural

textures. Chapter 7 shows how the methods can be applied in stereopsis
and surface reconstruction. Chapter 8 provides a summary and

conclusion.
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CHAPTER 2
PREVIOUS WORK

2.1 Introduction

The previous work on the detection of motion boundaries can be
categorized by making the following two distinctions. First, there are at
least two ways to describe what takes place at an object boundary in thp
presence of motion. One is that regions of a more distant object will, in

general, either appear or disappear from view over time at an object
boundary. The other is to observe that if two adjacent surfaces undergo
different motions or are separated in depth then they will give rise to a
motion discontinuity along their boundary. The second distinction can be
further differentiated based on the stage at which the detection of motion

boundaries is performed since it can be performed either prior to, simul-
taneously with or following the computation of the image flow field.

2.2 Detecting Discontinuities Prior to the Computation of the

Flow Field

Reichardt et al. [341 propose a method, working on the figure-ground
discrimination of the house-fly, where direction selective movement

detectors inhibit flicker detectors, when the same movement appears in
the center and surround of the motion detectors. Hence, flicker detectors

with significant activity indicate the presence of motion boundaries.

Marr & Ullman [231 and Hildreth [15] use the flow component in the
direction of the intensity gradient, also called the normal flow

component, to detect motion boundaries. They make use of the fact that if
two adjacent objects undergo different motions v, and v2, then the

normal flow components, whose orientations lie between the directions

of (v, + 900) and (v2 + 900) or (vl - 900) and (v2 - 900), will change in sign
across the boundary (see Figure 3.2). Therefore, a change in the sign of
normal flow components with appropriate and roughly equal orientation
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signals a motion boundary. This method is limited by the fact that the
number of flow components, whose orientations lie between the direc-
tions of (vl + 900) and (v2 + 900) or (vl - 90°) and (v2 - 900), will decrease as

an image becomes less textured and the angle between v, and v2 becomes
smaller. Furthermore, the neighborhood, over which measurements are
collected, will have to be large so that there will be a sufficient number of

normal flow components, whose signs can be compared.

2.3 Detecting Discontinuities After the Computation of the Flow
Field

Nakayama et al. [291 propose to detect boundaries by using a center-
surround operator that signals image flow differences between the center
and surround, but their method has not been implemented and tested.
Potter [311 employs region growing techniques to group features of similar
velocity, assuming that the image flow field is due to translation.

Clocksin [91 shows that object and depth boundaries give rise to
discontinuities in the magnitude of flow created by an observer
translating in a static environment.

For the more general case of unconstrained motion, Thompson et al.
[411 show that object boundaries give rise to discontinuities in the image
flow field. In principle, these sharp changes could be detected as zero-

crossings in the Laplacian of the components of the flow field. In a
preceding paper, Thompson et al. [19821 computed the image flow field
using a token-matching method. Because the resulting flow field was
sparse, they had to smoothly interpolate between the feature points at

which the flow field was defined. Without the knowledge of the location
of the object boundaries, their interpolation scheme smoothed over the
boundaries. As a result, the motion boundaries that could still be detected

by the Laplacian operator were poorly localized.

Schunck [351 computes the image flow field using a motion constraint
line clustering algorithm. He assumes that the flow field is due to the

translation of objects in the scene under orthographic projection. Object
boundaries are detected by using an edge detector that locates the sharp
changes in the components of the flow field. Schunck utilizes an iterative
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procedure that interleaves the application of an edge detector with a

smoothing of the computed flow field, in order to reduce the noise that -is

causing the erroneously detected boundaries.

Adiv [11 first partitions a flow field into connected segments, where

each segment is consistent with a rigid motion of a roughly planar

surface. A global, multipass Hough transform is used to determine the
parameters describing the motion and the plane. The segments are then

grouped under the hypothesis that they are created by a single, rigidly
moving object, by searching for the motion parameters that are

compatible with all the segments in the corresponding group.

Terzopoulos [40] proposes to detect discontinuities in sparse surface

representations by marking locations where the thin plate used to

interpolate between the sparse data points has an inflection point and its

gradient is above some threshold. To overcome the shortcoming that the

smoothing thin plate tends to obscure boundaries, a cost is also
introduced for the placement of a boundary, leading to a non-convex cost
functional that has to be minimized.

2.4 Detecting Dynamic Occlusion After the Computation of the

Flow Field

An example of the approach that also detects boundaries after the flow

field computation, but uses the fact that dynamic occlusion occurs at

object boundaries, is the work of Mutch & Thompson [261. They use a

relaxation technique to compute the flow field. Areas in the image with a

high percentage of features that do not have a match in the previous or
subsequent frame are identified as regions that have appeared or

disappeared, respectively.

2.5 The Simultaneous Computation of the Flow Field and its

Discontinuities

Wohn & Waxman [47] suggest a scheme where the motion segmentation

is performed by detecting "boundaries of analyticity", that is where an

approximation of the local flow field by second order polynomials breaks

down. The boundaries are located within the process that models the
local flow field.
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Hutchinson, Koch, Luo & Mead [181 and Gamble & Poggio [121 propose

that binary line processes, first introduced in the Markov Random Field

method developed by [131, can signal boundaries. At locations where such

a line process is set, an edge is postulated ensuring that the smoothness

assumption is not imposed across them. The computation of the image

flow field and the activation of the binary line processes is then

performed so as to minimize a non-convex energy functional.

Hutchinson et al. and Gamble et al. restrict the location of motion

boundaries to coincide with the location of intensity edges. This strategy

effectively prevents motion boundaries from forming at locations where

no intensity edges exist, unless strongly suggested by motion data.

Conversely, however, intensity edges by themselves will not induce the

formation of discontinuities in the absence of sharp changes in motion.

Hutchinson et al. introduce the following procedure to cope with the

different velocity gradients that are generally present in a scene. The

formation of lines is initially strongly penalized, encouraging a smooth

image flow field everywhere except at very steep velocity gradients. A

smaller price has to be paid subsequently, and the image flow field will

break at smaller flow gradients. The final state of the network is

independent of the limiting flow gradient, and their method has been
successfully applied to motion sequences.
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CHAPTER 3
THE EARLY ESTIMATION OF MOTION
BOUNDARIES

3.1 Introduction

In this chapter, we will describe three new methods that can estimate Observation•Object and

motion boundaries at an early stage in the processing of visual informa- depth bourdaiesgive rime to

tion, using only motion and no intensity boundary information. The thevlow
field and cause

methods make use of the following two facts. First, object boundaries give dynam
occlusion.

rise to discontinuities in the flow field, i.e., the velocities on the two sides

of a boundary cluster around two different points in a velocity histogram.

Second, dynamic occlusion occurs at an object boundary in the presence

of motion, and therefore spatial relationships between simple image

features change most dramatically in the vicinity of motion boundaries.

This chapter consists of four parts. First, we will describe the

Bimodality Tests that estimate motion boundaries by computing the
degree of bimodality present in the local histograms of the potential

displacements or normal flow components. Second, we will introduce an

application of the Kolmogorov-Smirnov Test in the Bi-distribution Test,

that detects boundaries by measuring the probability that two histograms
have been created by the same population of motions. Third, we will

discuss how to infer the presence of a motion boundary from the

measures computed by the Bimodality Tests and the Bi-distribution Test.

Fourth, we will describe the Dynamic Occlusion Method that makes use

of the fact that thin-bars are created or destroyed at a motion boundary.

Before describing the methods in detail, we will discuss the matching

primitives used, and why either the local histograms of the potential dis-
placements or the normal flow components contain sufficient informa-

tion to estimate motion boundaries. We will also outline the constraints

that can be used to filter the local histograms and how to handle images

that contain only little texture and are sensitive to the effects of noise.
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3.1.1 Matching Primitives

n~aw,---- The Bimodality Tests and the Bi-distribution Test are flexible in terms of

•'" the matching primitives used, since either intensities, zero-crossings or

-_, ~ other edge features can be used.
mid we ue a

= t- o Intensity values have the advantage that the potential displacements

• , incan be computed at almost every point. Hence, the density of matching

Sba in primitives will be uniform across a boundary, and the methods will be

womnrou but more robust, because there will be more contributors to the local
Aftat histograms. The intensity values are also smoothed by convolving them

d butm& with a Gaussian filter to increase their reliability.

We are, however, implicitly assuming that the intensity values at

corresponding points do not change greatly, although they are sensitive

to noise and, more importantly, to changes in illumination. These effects

will be minor as long as there is sufficient texture in the image. The prob-

lem will be more serious in parts of the image where intensity changes

slowly. To account for these gradual changes in intensity, we use a

Gaussian matching function, which depends on the difference in

intensity at the two points which define a particular displacement, to

weigh the possible displacements of a point. The smaller the difference in

intensity, the greater the weight that is assigned to a particular

displacement. The spread of the Gaussian matching function can be

chosen to reflect the estimated noise in the intensity measurements.

Using zero-crossings or other edge features as matching primitives has

the advantage that they are more likely to be tied to a physical event in

the scene, and are therefore more stable with respect to noise and changes

in illumination1 . These primitives, however, have the disadvantage that

they tend to be sparse, and their density can be non-uniform across the

image. In particular, the less textured the image, the greater the size of the

histogram neighborhood needs to be for there to be sufficient contributors

to the local histograms. This increase in the size of the histogram

neighborhood, however, can decrease the robustness of the developed

I It has been noted that methods superficially so different as edge-based and intensity-based flow

field computations give very similar results and are to a certain degree equivalent M71.
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methods because it increases the likelihood that the image flow field

changes too rapidly over the spatial support used to compute the

histograms.

3.1.2 Input Representation

The input representation used by the Bimodality Tests and the B i-

distribution Test is a local histogram constructed at each image point. The

matching primitives that lie within a circular neighborhood will

contribute either the match scores for all the possible displacements or

their normal flow component to the local histogram. The radius of the

spatial support used to compute the histograms will typically range
between five and eight pixels.

The local histograms of the potential displacements contain sufficient The potwialod1isplacemrents of

information to infer the presence of motion boundaries, because, in a poin

Motion boundaryregion that is translating locally, all the matching primitives will have duste
around two

one potential displacement in common, namely, the one which corre- iferent points
in a loWa

sponds to the translation of the region. Thus, there will be a single strong histogram
which collects

peak at the location in the histogram that corresponds to the local transla- dr opforthbW

tion 2. In the vicinity of an object boundary, the local histogram will have motons.

two peaks of roughly equal height because the matching primitives in

one half of the histogram neighborhood will have one displacement in

common, whereas the other half will have a different displacement in

common. Hence, motion boundaries give rise to local histograms that

have a bimodal distribution (see Figure 3.1).

As previously noted, the local motion measurements provide only

the normal flow components. These components, however, provide

sufficient information to detect motion boundaries for the following

reason. Normal flow components that have the same orientation will

have both the same sign and roughly equal magnitude in a region that is

locally translating. If, however, two adjacent objects move differently

then the normal flow components of most orientations will have differ-

ent magnitudes across the boundary (see Figure 3.2).

2 provided the motion primitives are not arranged in a regular pattern, as would be the case for

an image composed of stripes, causing the resulting histogram to contain ridges.
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Figure 3.1 The Information Provided by the Potential Displacements.
Shows a 1-D slice through the two-dimensional local histograms that collect the
potential displacements of the points that lie within a circle centered at the locations (xj,
yo), (x2, yo), (x3, yo), respectively. The solid vectors represent the correct local
displacements and the dashed vectors represent the other, but spurious potential
displacements.

/1 I I x
x2 x3

vI v2 vl v2

Figure 32 The Information Provided by the Normal Flow Vectors.
(a) and (b) show for which orientations of the normal flow vector N the sign of its
component will be positive or negative with respect to v, and v2, respectively.
(c) Combines results of (a) and (b) and the textured areas show for which orientations the
component of the normal flow vector N will be of opposite sign across a motion boundary.

v2

V I

N N

v2

(a) + (b)

N

(c)
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Hence, a histogram of the normal flow components that lie in the

same narrow orientation range will be bimodal at a motion boundary.
The distance between the two modes will be a function of the angle a

between the normal flow vector N and the bisector of v, and v2 as well as

the resolution of the histogram. The smaller the angle a, the greater the
distance between the two peaks will be. The resolution of the histograms

can be chosen arbitrarily, but there is the following trade-off: the coarser

the resolution, the more robust the histograms. But, the number of the

orientation ranges that will display bimodality at a motion boundary will
be less, and the flow difference across a boundary will have to be larger, in

order for there to be two distinct modes in the histogram. We will choose
the resolution to be equal to the one used for the potential displacements.

This should ensure that the histograms will be robust and that there will

be a sufficient number of disjoint orientation ranges that are sensitive to

motion boundaries. We will detect motion boundaries by computing the

local histograms for a number of disjoint orientation ranges and

analyzing them, using the methods that will be described below.

The use of the normal flow components to segment a scene extends

the work by Marr & Ullman [231 and by Hildreth [151 in two ways. First, it

uses the magnitude as well as the sign of the components to detect

motion boundaries. Second, the flow components at any point where the
matching primitives of our choice are defined will contribute to the local

histogram, instead of just the normal flow components that can be

measured along contours.

The information provided by the measured normal flow vector N

could also be used in another way to detect motion boundaries. The

normal flow vector at a point P defines a line q on which its 4.

corresponding point P' in the next frame has to lie, (see Figure 3.3). 1' l
',N

Hence, in a region that is locally translating, all lines defined by the p 4r-"-

normal flow components will intersect roughly at the location in a

velocity histogram that corresponds to the local translation of the region.

At points in the vicinity of a motion boundary, the local histogram will
have two peaks of roughly equal height, because the lines defined by the q

normal flow components in one half of the neighborhood will intersect

at one particular point, whereas the ones from the other half will

intersect at a different point.
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3.1.3 Ways to Filter the Histograms

In this part, we will describe the constraints that can be used to remove

some of the incorrect potential displacements of a motion primitive. This

filtering reduces the noise in the local histograms and it sharpens the

peaks.

mafn The first constraint is that corresponding matching primitives must
C-,,-p-iin have the same sign of contrast, i.e. the scalar product of their intensity
"SuQe:.s,• gradients must be positive. Similarly, the angle between the intensity
" Mtch lug Mt

tM a Um egradients at corresponding primitives should be within a certain bound
LT~nmadow
c=pormt. for small rotations. The second constraint is that the normal flow vector

"* L, dormtLo
e at N at a point P defines a line q on which the corresponding point in thediffand s=1l

cmben subsequent frame has to lie. Hence, a rectangular window can be specified

within which the corresponding motion primitive must lie, where the

dimensions of this window are chosen to account for errors in the

measured flow components. This constraint greatly reduces the number

of potential displacements (see Figure 3.3). The third constraint is that a

match must lie in the intersection of the bands defined by the normal

flow components, which have been measured at different scales.

Figure 3.3 The Normal Flow Constraint.
The normal flow component N at a point P defines a line q on which the corresponding
point in the subsequent frame has to lie. A rectangular window can be specified within
which the corresponding motion primitive must lie, and its dimensions are chosen to
account for measurement errors and the maximal expected displacement.

q

P
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3.1.4 Ways to Handle Images with Sparse Texture

Motion sequences that have sparse texture are very sensitive to the effects Use mautude

of noise. Hence, the intensity values at corresponding points will most Vdtor its
low average to

likely not be the same, and the potential displacements that have been armi eo
with little

computed using the Gaussian matching function, which favors constant texture.

intensity, will assign the highest weight to the wrong displacements.

We try to solve this problem by, firstly, weighing the contributions to

the local histograms based on the magnitude of their intensity gradient or

by allowing points to contribute only if their gradient is above a certain

threshold. This places our scheme midway between area- and edge-based

approaches. Edge locations are favored because the gradient is high, but

other places contribute as well. Secondly, we compute the average of the

gradient over the neighborhood used to compute the histograms and we

suppress the output of the methods that estimate motion boundaries if

the average is not above a chosen threshold
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3.2 The Bimodality Tests

We will now present two methods that locate motion boundaries by

detecting the resulting bimodality in the local histograms computed at a
boundary. In the first method, three measures are computed that are

sensitive to the degree of bimodality in the histograms. We will discuss
the assumption of local translation that underlies these three measures,

and introduce a Gaussian spatial support function as a way to relax this

assumption. The second method detects bimodality by applying the chi-

square test. In this discussion, we will consider the case where the
potential displacements are the input to the local histograms, but what

will be said applies equally well to the normal flow components.

3.2.1 The Ratio Measures

Ri JUdv, This method consists of three measures that each capture and monitor a
Mmsures have a

W different characteristic of a motion boundary. The local histograms mustat a m~o

C "* low contain two modes of roughly equal height at a boundar, assuming local

anywhmeia translation. This is captured by the peak-ratio. At a mot. .iin boundary the
r• votes will not just cluster around the correct displacement, the "signal",

but will be more spread out due the votes from the other side of the

boundary. This is measured by the signal-noise-ratio. Finally, the

displacement receiving the most votes should receive minimal local

support at a motion boundary, which is measured by the local-support-

ratio. These three ratios all have a global extremum at a motion

boundary, and their local extrema anywhere else in the image are weakly

correlated with each other.

SThe Peak-Ratio measures the degree of bimodality by comparing the

heights of the two highest peaks in a local histogram. It is equal to the

ratio of the height of the second highest and of the height of the highest

peak. Hence, the height of the peaks is used to represent the strength of

the peaks. This is a reasonable approximation to make as long as the local

flow field can be assumed to be constant over the spatial support used to

compute the local histogram.
When we compute the two highest peaks, we require that their

respective neighboring displacements received strictly less votes. This
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ensures that the two highest peaks are separated by at least two
displacement units and furthermore, that no motion boundaries are
asserted within a moving object whose image flow field is composed of

patches of uniform motion that differ by one displacement unit.
The peak-ratio will be small in a region that is locally translating. This

is because there will be one strong peak at the location corresponding to
the local translation, while the second highest peak, which will be due to

the incorrect potential displacements, will be small in comparison. At a
boundary the two highest peaks will be of roughly equal height, because
the matching primitives in one half of the spatial support will have one
particular displacement in common, whereas the matching primitives in
the other half will have another displacement in common that receives
the highest matching score. Thus, the peak-ratio will generally have a
global maximum close to 1.0 at a motion boundary (see Figure 3.4).

The Signal-Noise-Ratio is equal to the ratio of the number of votes for [ ]
the highest peak and its neighbors and of the number of votes for the re-

maining displacements in the histogram. In a region that is locally trans-
lating, all the points in the histogram, other than the one corresponding
to the local translation, will receive some votes due to the incorrect
potential displacements. We will refer to these votes as the noise activity
in the histogram. The signal-noise-ratio will have a global minima at a
motion boundary because the heights of the highest peak and its neigh-
bors, the "signal", will decrease, whereas the noise activity will increase
due to the votes from the other side of the boundary (see Figure 3.4).

The Local-Support-Ratio measures how many of the contributors to [--jjQ
the local histogram have supported the displacement with the most
votes. This measure is equal to the ratio of the height of the highest peak
and the maximal possible local support (which is equal to the area of the
neighborhood used to compute the histogram, provided that all points
are weighted equally, see also section 3.2.2). The local-support-ratio will be
close to 1.0 in a region that is locally translating because almost all the
points will have a potential displacement that receives the highest
matching score and is equal to the local translation. It will have a global
minimum below 0.5 at a boundary, because at least half of the matching
primitives will not have a potential displacement that votes most
strongly for the highest peak (see Figure 3.4).
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3.7.2 The Local Translation Assumption and Ways to Relax it

& The assumption that underlies the computation of the above three
is Waydfowfd
I, at measures is that the visual flow field is locally constant over the spatial
,dtan support used to compute the local histograms. This assumption is strictly

tiosmm only true for the projected flow field of a 3D planar surface patch,

translating parallel to the image plane under orthographic projection. It

is, however, a satisfactory local assumption, and it is sufficient to just use

the height of the peaks to compute the degree of bimodality present in the

histograms. It is also assumed that the matching primitives are not

arranged in a regular pattern; as would be the case for an image composed

of stripes, which would cause the resulting histogram to contain ridges.

• ltU The size of the histogram neighborhood imposes an upper limit on
size of thM hb-

the magnitude of the flow field gradient that can be tolerated, so that the

ofthe local translation assumption still holds. In general, there is also the
cm,•bf following trade-off between the size of the histogram neighborhood, howt-- robus tha

nasm , much the flow field can change locally and the robustness of the
because t*ia
Will .behistogram method: the smaller the size of the histogram neighborhood,I etnltors to

"am the steeper the slope of the flow gradient can be. The smaller the

neighborhood, the less robust the three measures, because there will be

fewer contributors to the local histogram. We employ a circular

neighborhood for the construction of the histograms, with a radius

between five and eight pixels. This range of radii has proved sufficient to

estimate motion boundaries reliably.

SRolm Local There are at least three ways to handle the situation where the
Tranlation

o by assumption of local translation should be relaxed and the local flow field

fuco te changes too quickly over the spatial support used to construct the local

loss &M histograms. First, we can use a Gaussian spatial support function thathaxthae away

=*A weighs contributors to a local histogram less that are farther away from

the point at which the histogram is computed. This will account for the

anm u, fact that the flow vectors at points farther apart are less likely to be equalfayt move

. ua in a smoothly varying flow field. It will also sharpen the response of the
ia fim dek ratio measures, as is shown in section 3.4.1.1. Second, the flow field can be

"slowed down" by using a coarser resolution for the histogram. Third, a

measure of the broadness of the peaks could be computed and

incorporated in the analysis.
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3.2.3 A Statistical Test

Due to noisy intensity measurements, the potential displacements of c'i-sq-,T-,

many of the matching primitives receiving the highest weight may not well ,G,,u
distrbutom can

contain the correct displacement. This could cause the peaks to be broadly Ite d ht a

or ill-defined. It could also have the effect that the second highest peak is
just a major sub-peak of the highest peak. These concerns lead us to
consider the following statistical method.

The Chi-Square Test will measure how well a Gaussian distribution [• ]
can be fitted to a local histogram. Motion boundaries cause the
distribution in the local histograms to be bimodal, whereas anywhere else
the histograms will be unimodal. Due to noise and errors in the intensity
measurements, the peaks of the histograms might not be well defined,
but their unimodal or bimodal nature will be preserved. We estimate the b X
parameters of the Gaussian distribution by requiring that it be centered at
and pass through the highest peak of the local histogram. Hence, the

error of trying to fit a Gaussian distribution to the histogram will be
maximal in the vicinity of a boundary (see Figure 3.4).

3.3 The Bi-distribution Test

The input to this method is also a local histogram of the potential Kohnoprov-
Sniirov Test

displacements or normal flow components. The difference, however, is CompaestoloW• hisboarns
b -oputin the

that it attempts to detect motion boundaries by comparing histograms b ,caxit. abe
lute difference

computed at different image points, rather than by analyzing the bw, hi
cumulative den-

individual histograms. sity funýon&

3.3.1 A Non-Parametric Statistical Test

The Kolmogorov-Smirnov Test measures the probability that two
local histograms have been created by the same population of motions. It I
does this by computing the maximal absolute difference between the
cumulative density functions of the two histograms. The Kolmogorov-
Smirnov measure will be maximal in the vicinity of a motion boundary [7771
because the histograms on either side of the boundary are created by

-e pxdifferent populations of displacements (see Figure 3.4).
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At each image point the Kolmogorov-Smirnov measure is computed
.by comparing the histograms constructed at two points, whose connecting

line passes through the point in question, and which are separated by

twice the radius of the histogram neighborhood. Several orientations of

this connecting line are used to detect motion boundaries of all

orientations. The Kolmogorov-Smirnov measure that is assigned to a
point is the maximum of the measures that have been computed for each

of the chosen orientations.

This test has the advantage that it does not depend on the form of the

histograms that are being compared. Also not a great deal needs to be

known about the nature of the two histograms. There are, however, the
following limitations and trade-offs when comparing the histograms

constructed at two different points: the more the spatial supports used to

compute the two histograms overlap, the less the two histograms will
differ. The greater, however, the distance between the two points, the

more likely it will be that two histograms have been created by different

populations of motions, although the two points might still belong to the
same object. For example, if the Kolmogorov-Smirnov measure is
computed in the center of a rotating object then it will be maximal there,

because any two histograms that are being compared will have their

peaks at different locations (e.g. notice the high Kolmogorov-Smirnov

measure at the center of the rotating circle in Figure 6.1).
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Figure 3.4 The Developed Measures to Estimate Motion Boundaries.

The left column shows the definition of the five measures that are sensitive to
a motion boundary, and the right column displays their value along a scanline /X
in a random-dot image containing a translating square.

Peak-ratio '0 l in

Ratio of the height of the P'EA-RATiO
second highest and of the _ _.__ ___ __o
highest peak.

Signal-Noise-ratio - as . . ,., .,
Ratio of the votes for the SIGNAL-NOISE-RATIO
highest peak & its neighbors
and of the votes for the
remaining displacements.

42.0

Local-Support-ratio " . - .
Ratio of the highest peak and LOCAL.4UPPOaT-IATIO
the area of the circular
histogram support.

Chi-Square CR"-SQUAR
Measures how well a Gaussian _ _ _- _ _ __
distribution can be fitted to a
local histogram.

Kolmogorov-Smirnov
Measures the probability that KOLMOCOOOV-S4MZNOV-MrASURE
two histograms have been
created by the same population
of motions.
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3.4 Inferring Boundaries

We have introduced five measures that are sensitive to the presence of

motion boundaries, because they each capture and monitor a different
characteristic of a motion boundary. The question arises of how and

when to infer a motion boundary so that few actual boundaries are being
missed and few spurious ones are being accepted. We will consider

thresholding and the detection of global extrema as ways to infer motion
boundaries. We will also address how well the detected boundaries are

localized.

3.4.1 Thresholds and their Derivation

For the Ratio Measures, a threshold can be derived by calculating their
expected value as a function of the histogram neighborhood radius r and
the distance x from the boundary at which the local histogram is

computed. We assume that the correct flow field is given and we consider

shearing3 and occluding motion, where d denotes the width of the area
occluded in the subsequent frame. Hence, the height of the two highest
peaks is equal to areas a and b of the circular support used to compute the
local histograms.

=ca cOud iM fte ex frme

peak-ratio = height of 2ndhighest peak = ocd

height of highest peak ar
d

local-support-ratio = height of highest peak = -a-
maximal local support C X

where a b

c = a + b + occl = area of circle

a= xr r2-(r2. acos (" )-(x-d),ir2-(x-d)2 )where -<_x-sr"r 2

' 2

if occl = 0 then peak-ratio = 1 - local-support-ratio
local-support-ratio

3 Shearing motion occurs when the relative movement between two objects is in the direction of
their boundary and hence no occlusion occurs.
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For shearing motion and radii 5, 8 and 10 pixels, the peak-ratio will be . fa•

0.34, 0.52 and 0.60, respectively, two pixels away from the boundary, (see pe.ratio.

Figure 3.5). For occluding motion, the peak-ratio will be maximal one
pixel away from the boundary (for explanation see section 3.4.3), and it
will be 0.23, 0.46 and 0.55, respectively, three pixels away from the
boundary. This leads us to use a threshold of 0.8 for the peak-ratio,
because this ensures that few actual boundaries are being missed and few

spurious ones are being accepted. We have obtained good results with
this threshold, regardless of the type of display or motion.

Figure 3.5 The Derivation of a Threshold for the Peak-Ratio.
The right and left panels show the expected value of the peak-ratio for the case of
shearing and occluding motion, respectively, and its value has been computed as a function
of the radius r = 5, 8, 10 of the circular neighborhood used to construct the histogram and as
a function of the distance x from the boundary at which the local histogram has been
computed. For the case of occluding motion, the width d of the area occluded in the next
frame is assumed to be equal to two.

Peak-ratio (shearing) Peak-ratio (occlusion)

1.00. 1.00.
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0.60 ----- ---.--.- .---- 0.60 - - - - - - - - - - - -

0.20 --- .--.- ----.-.--. 0.20 -- - -- .

0.00 0.00 g

-5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 5 -5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 345

Distance from boundary Distance from boundary

Similar graphs can be computed for the local-support-ratio, (see Figure *unaoesld
between 0.45 and

3.6). For occluding motion and radii 5, 8 and 10 pixels, the local-support- or rto.

ratio will be minimal at one pixel away from the actual boundary, and it
will be 0.63, 0.58 and 0.56, respectively, three pixels away from the
boundary. This leads us to use a threshold that ranges between 0.45 and
0.6, where any value below it will be considered.
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Figure 3.6 The Derivation of a Threshold for the Local-Support-Ratio.
The right and left panels show the expected value of the local-support-ratio for the case
of shearing and occluding motion, respectively, and its value has been computed as a
function of the radius r = 5, 8, 10 of the circular neighborhood used to construct the
histogram and as a function of the distance x from the boundary at which the local
histogram has been computed. For the case of occluding motion, the width d of the area
occluded in the next frame is assumed to be equal to two.
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For the signal-noise-ratio, a threshold can be derived by using the
following approximation. The signal-noise-ratio has been defined to be
equal to the ratio of the local support for the highest peak and its neigh-
bors, referred to as the "signal", and the total number of votes minus the
"signal". If we assume that the total of votes is a multiple of the area of
the histogram neighborhood 4, and that the "signal" is a multiple of the
height of the highest peak, then the signal-noise-ratio will be equal to:

signal-noise-ratio = signal
total votes - signal

if total votes = a -c and signal = 13. a then

signal-noise-ratio = [.a a aA
a-c -0.a 8.c -a 0

if 8 =I then

signal-noise-ratio = __=- = local-support-ratio
c - a 1 - local-support-ratio

4 which is equivalent to assuming that each point has a certain number of potential displacements
on the average.
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For occluding motion and radii 5, 8 and 10 pixels, the signal-noise- .Use a msold
0.6 for $sinal-

ratio will be minimal at one pixel away from the actual boundary and it noise-ratio.

will be equal to 0.60, 0.73 and 0.77, respectively, and it will be 1.68, 1.38 and
1.29, respectively, three pixels away from the boundary, (see Figure 3.7).

These values represent the upper bounds for the signal-noise-ratio, and
we will use, in general, a threshold of 0.6.

Figure 3.7 The Derivation of a Threshold for the Signal-Noise-Ratio.
The right and left panels show the expected value of the signal-noise-ratio for the case of
shearing and occluding motion, respectively, and its value has been computed as a function
of the radius r = 5, 8, 10 of the circular neighborhood used to construct the histogram and as
a function of the distance x from the boundary at which the local histogram has been
computed. For the case of occluding motion, the width d of the area occluded in the next
frame is assumed to be equal to two.
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For the chi-square and the Kolmogorov-Smirnov measure, a confi- .Usea tresiold
between 0.4 - 0.6

dence level can be derived. For example, the confidence level for the forthe
Kolmogorov-

Kolmogorov-Smirnov measure will be roughly 0.1. This confidence measuroe

level, however, is too low to be used to localize the motion boundaries

for the following reason. The Kolmogorov-Smirnov measure can be
above this confidence level even for points that lie in a translating region

because the matching scores of the potential displacements associated
with the matching primitives can be sufficiently different. We will there-

fore use a threshold between 0.4 and 0.6 to detect and localize motion

boundaries, and reasonable results have been obtained with this choice.
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3.4.1.1 How to Sharpen the Response of the Ratio Measures

Gaisn s•ju• If we use, as mentioned in section 3.2.2, a Gaussian spatial support
of ra function with sigma 3 that weighs contributing points less that are fartherrspame of =dio

Ukaa" away from the point at which the histogram is computed, then this will
cause the response of the ratio measures to be sharpened, (see Figure 3.8).

The smaller sigma 3, the sharper the response, and the next figure shows
the resulting responses for sigma 3 = 5, 25 and - (which is equivalent to
weighing all contributing points equally), where r = 8 and we consider

occluding motion.

Figure 3.8 Sharpening the Response of the Ratio Measures.
The right and left panels show the expected value of the peak-ratio and local-support-
ratio, respectively, if a Gaussian spatial support function with sigma = 5, 25 or oo is used to
weigh the contributing points less that are farther away from the point at which the
histogram is computed. Occluding motion is assumed and the radius r of the circular
neighborhood used to construct the histogram is equal to eight. The smaller sigma, the
sharper the response of the two measures.
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3.4.2 The Detection of Global Extrema

As Figure 3.4 has shown, all the proposed measures have a global Adawrt si-
ferre-d where the

extremum in the vicinity of a motion boundary. There are at least two first deve
of a measmre Lszero, its second

ways in which the presence of motion boundaries can be inferred via ,ervtve is Ofthe appropriate

these global extrema. First, a boundary can be inferred where the first s ,aw
a rato measure

derivative of the peak-ratio, for example, is zero, its second derivative is is above/below
• some threshold.

negative, and where this ratio is above some minimal threshold. This
minimal threshold is chosen so that any extremum below it can be safely
excluded.

Second, the measures have in common that they have a global .Combu-ng and
inters'ectirg the

extremum at a motion boundary, and that their local extrema anywhere
else in the image are weakly correlated with each other. Hence, the toundare

has the aturac-
extrema contours can be used in the following way to locate the motion tive feature that

it does not
boundaries, without having to use any thresholding. First, the extrema require the

setting of a
contours are computed by differentiation. These contours are then threshold.

thickened by some number of pixels because the extrema of the different
measures are not perfectly localized and can be shifted with respect to
each other at a motion boundary. Finally, these thickened contours are
superimposed, and a motion boundary is inferred where they all intersect
(see Figure 6.2). This approach of combining the extrema contours to
detect boundaries has the attractive feature that it does not require the
setting of a threshold. The motion boundaries are inferred by
corroborating the information provided by the different measures, and
good results have been obtained.

3.4.2.1 Hysteresis

The problem with setting a fixed threshold is that it can cause the detected
boundaries to streak. Streaking occurs when the peak-ratio, for example,
fluctuates above and below the threshold of our choice along a motion
boundary. To reduce the likelihood of streaking, the thresholding
approach could be improved by using hysteresis [8]. We could use two
thresholds, a high and a low one. A high threshold of 0.9 is chosen so to
ensure that any point on a local maxima contour of the peak-ratio above
this threshold is with a high probability a motion boundary.
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A low threshold of 0.6 is chosen so that the probability is low that a
motion boundary is missed. If any point of a local maxima contour is
above the high threshold, then that point is immediately accepted, as is
the entire connected segment of the contour which contains the point
and lies above the low threshold. The likelihood of streaking could there-
by be greatly reduced, because for d contour to be broken it must now fluc-
tuate above the high and below the low threshold. Also the probability
that false motion boundaries are marked is reduced because the high
threshold can be raised without risking streaking. If streaking still occurs
then these gaps can be filled by the methods introduced in Chaper 5.

3.4.3 Localization

• can SO The localization of a motion boundary is affected, firstly, by the curvature
esde of the boundary with respect to the size of the neighborhood used to
h&AIotO compute the local histograms; comers, for example, will get rounded.ttn .aduobje
bw A, Secondly, regions occluded in the next frame will cause the estimated
first and semnd&wm respec- boundary to lie midway between the location of the actual object bound-

ary in the first frame and its location in the next frame (as shown in
Frame (n+1) derivation for the thresholds). This is because the occluded matching

primitives will not have a match in the next frame and only midway
between the locations of the actual object boundary in the first and second
frame are the consistent contributions from the two sides of the boundary
roughly equal. The detected motion boundary should however coincideFrame n with the actual boundary, if a region appears next to it in the subsequent

frame, because the matching primitives on either side will have a match
in the next frame.

3.4.3.1 Figure-Ground Separation

The fact that the estimated boundary can lie midway between the actual
object boundary in the first and second frame could be used to infer the
side of a motion boundary that corresponds to the occluding object. If the
order of the frames is reversed then the regions, which disappeared pre-
viously, will come into view now, and the estimated boundary will be
correctly localized there. Similarly, the estimated motion boundaries,
where previously regions came into view, will now be shifted in the
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direction of the relative motion between the occluding object and the

background. Hence, we can compute to which side a boundary has moved
by comparing where the estimated boundary happens to lie with respect

to the boundary that was estimated by reversing the order of the frames.
We refer to this displacement of boundary as VB. We have to consider the
velocities on the two sides of a boundary, in order to be able to infer

which side of the motion boundary is closer to the viewer. As will be
outlined in the Chapter 4, the highest peak in the local histograms of the

potential displacements estimates the image flow at each point. Now, the
occluding object will move in the same direction as the motion
boundary, i.e. the scalar product of their flow vectors has to be positive.

Hence, if the scalar product of vB and the difference vector between the
velocity to the right, VR, and to the left of the boundary, VL, is positive, i.e.
VB.(VR - vL) > 0, then the occluding object is to the right of the detected

boundary. Similarly, a negative scalar product implies that the side to the

left of the detected motion boundary is closer to the viewer. If there is no

dynamic occlusion occurring, then VB will be zero, and the local inference

of which side corresponds to the occluding object becomes difficult.
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3.5 The Dynamic Occlusion Method

In this section, we show how dynamic occlusion can be used to estimate
motion boundaries at a stage prior to the computation of visual motion.
Specifically, we want to develop a method that can locally compute the

appearance and disappearance of simple features in a way that is
sufficient to estimate boundaries, without having to solve a global and
difficult correspondence problem.

3.5.1 Dynamic Occlusion of Thin-Bars

D, irim Certain spatial relationships between simple image features change most"• A t/*-4W is a
pato- dramatically in the vicinity of a boundary in the presence of motion. In

P' particular, zero-crossings of opposite contrast will move closer together3 dgwhere

,,pm War to or farther apart. They may even disappear or come into view. Hence,
ofe opposit etd detryeei

Gaussian used to pairs of zero-crossings of opposite contrast will be created or destroyed in
suooth thei•age. the vicinity of a boundary. We will refer to these pairs as thin-bars

"• cThin-, because they can correspond to thin bars of constant intensity in thewowiang of

Cloepan of image. We define a pair of zero-crossings of opposite contrast tozero-wssing of
oppoamceted ort constitute a thin-bar if they are separated by less than 3 sigma, where
are created or

dm, dat a sigma refers to the spread of the Gaussian used to smooth the image. The
b-xnd1y. appearance or disappearance of the thin-bars can be used to construct a

method that locally estimates motion boundaries.

SWedonot When tracking a thin-bar, we do not attempt to solve completely the
attmpt to l

Spob- correspondence problem since we will only check for the existence of a
knmcanweo•l

fo matching thin-bar, instead of trying to determine the correct and unique
eadstm of a
Maw ,-ng match. The disappearance of a thin-bar will only be concluded if no
bar.

corresponding thin-bar can be found in the next frame that satisfies the
constraints outlined below. As Figure 6.5 shows, this is sufficient to
estimate motion boundaries. The appearance of a thin-bar is detected by
using the fact that the appearance of a thin-bar is equivalent to the
disappearance of a thin-bar, when the order of the frames is reversed.

SZero-crossmgs correspond to sharp changes in intensity detected by filtering the image with the
Laplacian of a Gaussian.
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A matching thin-bar has to satisfy the following constraints. First, Ma!

corresponding zero-crossings must have the same contrast, i.e., the scalar conmPonding

product of the intensity gradients at the locations of the zero-crossings "acns
"* Match lies on

must be positive. Similarly, the angle between the intensity gradients at tlde
by normal flow

the locations of corresponding zero-crossings should be within a certain component-

bound for small rotations. Second, the direction of the measured normal
flow component constrains the motion of a zero-crossing within 1800.
More specifically, the direction and magnitude of the measured normal

flow component defines a band within which the matching thin-bar has

to lie (see Figure 3.3). The dimensions of the band are chosen to account • spai ori

for measurement errors. This constraint reduces greatly the number of

potentially matching thin-bars. Third, we can define a spatial ordering for

a thin bar, since either the first zero-crossing will be to the right or left of
the second zero-crossing, and vica versa. This spatial relationship or

ordering is not likely to change as a thin-bar moves, because the two

partners are spatially close and their flow vectors are therefore roughly

equal (see Figure 3.9).

Figure 3.9 The Spatial Ordering Constraint.
If the zero-crossing with a negative contrast, z-c [-1, moves with v, then the spatial
ordering between the two zero-crossings of opposite contrast will remain intact in Frame 2.
But if it were to move with v2, then the spatial ordering between z-c [-i and z-c [+] would be
violated.

Frame 2

FrameI I I
I I

V I 

v (

z-c [4 z-c [+1 1

z-c [ -] -c [+1
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The Dynamic Occlusion Method requires that the image be finely
textured, because otherwise thin-bars will appear or disappear only in a

few places. Furthermore, this method can have false alarms, when a

surface rotates in depth or, for perspective projection, when a plane

moves towards or away from the viewer. This will cause the distance

between zero-crossings to increase or decrease, and it can thereby

accidently create or destroy thin-bars. In the case of a rotating cylinder,
dynamic occlusion and effects due to rotation in depth are confounded,

but the thin-bars are still being created or destroyed only in the vicinity of

the boundary of the cylinder. Despite these shortcomings, the reason for

developing this method has been to show that the dynamic occlusion of

these simple features can be computed locally in a way that is sufficient to

estimate boundaries at a stage prior to the computation of visual motion,

without having to solve a global correspondence problem (for results see

Chapter 6).
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CHAPTER 4

THE LOCAL ESTIMATION OF VISUAL
MOTION

In this chapter we show how visual motion can be locally estimated as a The highw peak
in a IoWa his-

by-product of the early estimation of motion boundaries. The local t coe-sponas to the

histograms of the potential displacements can be used to compute a dense ,t
Ioa suppost

image flow field, because the local histograms have their highest peak at Ht

the displacement that received the most local support. Hence, this representan
estumae of the

displacement represents an estimate of the image flow. Furthermore, the imae flow.

ratio of the two highest peaks or "strongest contenders" reflects how good • m,,manon
is weU-posed

the estimate is. A low peak-ratio implies a good estimate, whereas a peak- and osatent
• writh human

ratio close to one implies the presence of a motion boundary and, p•Ophys-

likewise, that the estimated image flow might be inaccurate.

It is worth noting the following: firstly, the estimated motion bound-

aries are not incorporated in the computation of visual motion discussed

here. These early estimates of the image flow field and its discontinuities

could then be integrated in a later computation. Secondly, the local

estimation of visual motion will be difficult in image regions with only

little texture, as is the case for the early estimation of motion boundaries.

Local support or voting schemes have been used by, for example,

Stevens (1977) [39], Fennema & Thompson (1979) [12], Prazdny (1984) [331,

Bandopadhay & Dutta (1986) [4] and Biilthoff, Little & Poggio (1989) [7] to

compute disparity and displacements fields. These methods, however, do

not compute and analyze the full histogram of the possible displacements

to detect the presence of boundaries.

In this chapter we show that the method proposed in this thesis for

computing visual motion, using the local histograms of the potential

displacements, is well-posed. Furthermore, we show that the proposed

method is similar to the local voting scheme developed by Biilthoff, Little

& Poggio. The two methods might appear to be different because of

nomenclature and more importantly because of what their main goal is.
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Biilthoff et al. are primarily interested in estimating the image flow field
and assume that motion boundaries should be detected a later stage,
whereas we are primarily interested in demonstrating that the detection
of motion boundaries can be decoupled from the computation of the
image flow field and that it can be performed using no intensity boundary
and only motion information.

Both methods assume that the image flow field can be approximated
locally as constant and both use a small circular neighborhood at each
point to determine the displacement with the most votes. The main
difference is that the votes for each possible displacement is recorded in a
local histogram by our method, whereas Biilthoff et al. are only interested
in the displacement with the most votes. Hence, our method computes a
more general representation, which can be used to detect motion
boundaries and estimate visual motion in parallel. Another difference
lies in the comparison function used to determine the pointwise match
between intensities in subsequent frames.

4.1 Mathematical Formulation

The computation of the visual flow field is locally underconstrained and

in order to make it well-posed we need to add a constraint to compute the
smoothest flow field which matches the data [7]. When the projected
motion of objects is small relative to the image size, we can restrict the
search for corresponding points to small regions in the image. Using a
formulation similar to the one used by Biilthoff et al. [7], we look for a
discrete image flow field V(xy) = (u(xy),v(x,y)) E (-/+.u,-/+/u) to minimize:

f [j2(Et(xy), Et+at(x+UAtY+VAt))()

+ p (d2u/dx2 + d2u/dy2 + d2v/dx 2 + d2v/dy2)] dx dy

where Et(x,y) denotes the image brightness or intensity at (x,y) at
time t, S2 is a comparison function which measures the pointwise match
between subsequent frames, and y denotes the maximal expected
displacement in the x and/or y dimension.
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We construct the image flow field pointwise, since for each
displacement, every point evaluates a comparison function D2 at that

displacement, and it then sums the match scores over the circular
neighborhood Cr. Each point chooses the displacement with maximal

support out of the finite set of possible displacements. The resulting

image flow field is the union of these pointwise displacements.

We simplify and approximate equation (1) by using the constraint that
the image flow field can be assumed to be locally constant in the small

neighborhood C used at each point to compute the local support for the
different possible displacements. We choose the neighborhood Cr to be

circular with a radius r that is dependent on the distance to the objects in

the scene and their expected size in the image. The choice of P depends
on the maximal expected velocities of objects in the scene, their distances

from the camera, and the time separation At between frames. The time
separation At is small and therefore the resulting image displacements
will be small with respect to the image size. Hence, we are dealing with

short range motion.

The second-order term of equation (1) vanishes, because of the local

translation assumption. The simplified and approximated equation (1)

minimizes now, in each overlapping circular neighborhood Cr(x,y) with

radius r :

E X(Et(x,y), Et+At(x+uAt,y+vAt)). (2)(x,y) E Cr

As mentioned in section 3.1.1, we use a Gaussian matching function,

which depends on the difference in intensity to measure the pointwise

match between subsequent frames to account for the occurring changes in
intensity. The smaller the difference in intensity, the larger the weight

that is assigned to a particular displacement. The spread Jf of the Gaussian

matching function can be chosen to reflect the estimated noise in the

intensity measurements. Hence, in our case the comparison function 12 is

equal to:

.Q(Et(x,y), Et+dt(x+udt,y+v-At)) = - fl (Et(x'y) - Et+At(x+uAty+vAt)) (3)
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whereas Biilthoff et al. use £2(Et(x,y), Et+,dt(x+uAty+vAt)) = (Et(xy) -

Et+At(x+uAt,y+vdt))2.

We can substitute equation (3) into equation (2) and absorb the minus

sign by turning the minimization into a maximization. Hence, the visual

flow vector of a pixel is computed by maximizing for all (u,v) E -+j,

e P (Et(x'y) - Et+At(X+UAt'y+vAt))2  (4)
(x,y) E Cr

The local neighborhoods used to estimate the image flow field are

overlapping from pixel to pixel. Each pixel, surrounded by its
neighborhood Cr with radius r, independently chooses the image flow

vector to maximize matching in its neighborhood. We do not match

intensities directly, since the presence, of noise makes the process
unstable. We rather choose the displacement whose intensity value

maximizes (4), which in turn regularizes the solution of the matching

computation [7].

4.2 Advantages and Relationship to Human Psychophysics

Like the method by Biilthoff et al. [71, this way of estimating the image

flow field has several attractive features. First, noise is reduced by the

local neighborhoods used to find the displacement with the most local

support. Second, it does not rely on the numerical precision of
derivatives, making it therefore more robust. Third, this approach
computes a dense image flow field, removing the necessity of
interpolating or smoothing the estimated flow field.

Biilthoff et al. [71 have demonstrated that the approach of using local
neighborhoods to find the displacement with the most local support is
consistent with human psychophysics, since it exhibits several of the
same "illusions" that humans perceive, such as the "barbepole-", the
"non-rigidity-", the "motion-capture-" and the "Wallach's aperture-

illusion".
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CHAPTER 5

EXTRACTING COMPLETE AND UNIQUE
CONTOURS

5.1 Introduction

The pointwise output of the motion boundary estimators is often broadly
localized and it can contain gaps. Hence, we have to find a way to extract
single and unique boundaries without gaps. We apply and modify the

Structural Saliency Method developed by Sha'ashua & Ullman [37,451 to
achieve this goal.

Sha'ashua and Ullman have proposed two different kinds of saliency
measures: local saliency and structural saliency. An edge's local saliency is
determined by attributes of that edge alone, and in our case local saliency
is equal to the magnitude of the output of the motion boundary
estimators. Structural saliency refers to more global properties of an edge -
its relationships with other edges - and often this saliency is a property of
the structure as a whole, whereas the parts of the structure are not

necessarily salient in isolation.

5.2 The Structural Saliency Method

The Structural Saliency Method employs a simple iterative network and H, does it work?
0 It acWacts corn-

uses an optimization approach to produce a "saliency map", which pleboudi
their saliency in

emphasizes salient locations in the image. The saliency of curves is tanoft
saoodrmes andmeasured in terms of their smoothness and length, which is often lengt•.

sufficient to perform a figure-ground separation. The main properties of tio i i
Iem of the

the network are: (i) the computations are simple and local, (ii) globally l oft
conma becuse

salient structures emerge with a small number of iterations, (iii) there is bzk="io=al is

little dependence on the complexity of the image, (iv) contours are

smoothed, gaps are filled in and linking information between edge
segments is provided.
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5.2.1 Detailed Description

A structural saliency measure 2 is computed by a locally connected
network of processing elements. The image is represented by a network of

n x n grid points, where each point represents a specific (x, y) location in

the image. At each point P there are k orientation elements coming into P

from neighboring points, and the same number of orientation elements

leaving P to nearby points (in the current implementation k is equal to

16, providing a reasonable angular resolution). Each orientation element

pi responds to the output of the motion boundary estimators by signalling

the presence of the corresponding motion boundary in the image, so that

those elements that do not have an underlying line segment are

associated with an empty area or gap in the image. We refer to a

connected sequence of orientation elements pi+l, ... , Pi+n, each element

representing a line segment or a gap (called a virtual element), as a curve

of length n. The optimization problem is formulated as maximizing S2(n)

over all curves of length n starting from pi.

An exhaustive enumeration of all combinations of pi+,, ... , Pi+n would require

an exponential search space of size kn for each element in the network.

The computation becomes linear in n if we use an extensible function 0

to measure saliency:

nmax K2n(pi ..... , p,) = max f2,(pi, max i.,(pi+i ...... , I•-)
• ., G68i Ir (PO 80i) G'(Phil

where Sn(pi) is the set of all possible curves of length n starting from pi.

Hence, the maximal curve of length n at P will be equal to the maxima over

all possible segments leaving P and the maximal curves of lengfh

(n-1) starting at the respective end-points of these segments.

It is worth noting that the optimal contour through P does not

necessarily extend itself as the iterations proceed. In fact, the optimal

curve at stage n+1 can be different from the optimal curve at stage n.

Further, the saliency measure is associated with each element, not with

the entire curve.
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The structural saliency Ei is equal to the weighted contributions of the •shctural.
samcy is equal

local saliency values along the curve. Each weight is a product of two •om'un"o
tt= low saliency

factors. The first factor is inversely related to the number of virtual valusaong the

elements (i.e. gaps) along pi, ... , Pp and the second factor is inversely CUZ".

related to the total curvature of the curve. Curves that have a high

structural saliency value are long curves that are as straight as possible
and have the least number of gaps (for an in-depth description, see

Sha'ashua 1988 and Sha'ashua & Ullman 1989 [36,37,451).

The structural saliency Ei is updated by the following computation:

E(0) = C7i

(n+l)()
= ai÷+p max E× fii

PjE ROi)

and it can be shown by induction on the length of the curve that
i+n

F = ( Cij Pi,j (j

j=i

where

j-1 2ak tanak

Ci j = 1I fk, k+I , where fk, k+1 = e-
k=i

and

Pi,j = k pk, wherepk= P <1 if pk is avt

k=i+l

5.2.2 Extending the Structural Saliency Method

We incorporate the motion estimates to separate boundary segments

belonging to differently moving objects. The three points that constitute

an oriented segment have each a motion estimate associated with them.
We allow only points to form an oriented segment whose motion

estimates do not differ by more than two displacement units. We want to

prevent contours from being formed that wander across motion

boundaries, and thereby violate the constraint that a flow field varies

smoothly along a boundary. The effectiveness of this constraint hinges on

how well the qualitative aspects of the motion field are estimated.
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5.2.3 Extracting a Unique Contour

If the area in which curves are allowed to form is broadly defined, then
there will be several contours growing alongside each other, as is the case
in our examples. To extract the most salient curve, we have to first
propagate the structural saliency value of the most salient segment along
the curve that contributed to its value, because the saliency measure is
associated with each element and- not with the entire curve. The
propagation is done iteratively by each segment maximizing over the
value of its preferred neighbor and its own [Sha'ashua in prep.]. Thus, the
largest value will be propagated along its curve.

Finally, we perform a non-maximal suppression operation [Sha'ashua
in prep.], where each segment suppresses all its neighboring segments if
their structural saliency value is less and if they have similar motion
estimates associated with them. Hence, the most salient contours
belonging to differently moving objects will remain alongside each other6

(see Figure 6.7).

6 At the locations where the differently moving objects occlude each other, there will be two
boundary segments extracted that lie aonpgide each other, but where one of them is an artifact of
the occlusion. A next step could be to label the boundary segments that lie alongside each other
so that they receive a lower priority than boundary segments that do not have a boundary
segment belonging to another object close by, when the extracted boundaries are the input to a
recogrntion process
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CHAPTER 6
RESULTS

In this chapter, we present results, where the developed methods have

been applied to motion sequences containing several moving objects

composed of either random-dot or natural textures. The methods for

estimating the motion boundaries have been implemented on the

Connection Machine, a massively parallel network of simple, locally

interconnected processors [161. The smoothed intensity values are used as

the matching primitives and the histograms of the potential

displacements are used as the input representation.

6.1 The Estimation of Motion Boundaries

The early detection of motion boundaries is performed in two stages:

(i) the local estimation of the motion discontinuities; (ii) the extraction of

complete boundaries belonging to differently moving objects.

The methods for estimating the motion boundaries make use of the

fact that the potential displacements of image points in the vicinity of a

motion boundary will cluster around two different points in a local
velocity histogram. The local histograms are constructed at every point

using a circular neighborhood with a radius of eight pixels. The potential

displacements are quantized and they are measured in terms of pixels.

6.1.1 The Bimodality Tests and the Bi-distribution Test

The Bimodality Tests, consisting of the peak-ratio, local-support-ratio,

signal-noise-ratio and the chi-square measure, estimate motion

boundaries by computing the degree of bimodality present in the local

histograms of the potential displacements. The Bi-distribution Test

detects boundaries by applying the Kolmogorov-Smirnov Test to

measure the probability that two histograms have been created by the

same population of motions.
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6.1.1.1 Complex Dynamic Random-Dot Display

Figure 6.1 shows the estimated boundaries for a complex random-dot
motion sequence which contains a rotating circle and rectangle, and a
translating square in the image plane. The first row displays the estimated

boundaries using thresholding. The second row displays the inferred

boundaries by detecting the global extrema and using a minimal

threshold.

Figure 6.1 Estimating Motion Boundaries in a Complex Dynamic
Random-Dot Display.

Thresholding

9Ve- Silaio-nue-m kxia.f .- am chi-squwe Koamopmv-Smumov

Detecting Global Extrema

For the above example, the peak-ratio and the signal-noise-ratio

successfully estimate all the motion boundaries, and they mark very few

false boundaries. The reason these two measures perform so well is that

they directly measure the degree of bimodality occurring in the local

histograms, whereas the other measures do it indirectly. The local-

support-ratio, the chi-square measure and the Kolmogorov-Smirnov
measure also successfully infer where motion boundaries are present, but

they mark more incorrect boundaries. The chi-square measure has a high

false alarm rate inside the two rotating objects, because the highest peak is
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broadly defined at the borders between regions of constant displacement
that differ only. by one displacement unit. The Kolmogorov-Smirnov

measure has a high false-rate at the center of the rotating circle, because
any two histograms that are being compared will have their peaks at
different locations.

The false alarms can be ruled out by overlapping the thickened

extrema contours of several of the measures, because these measures
have a global extrema at a motion boundary, whereas their local extrema

elsewhere in the image are weakly correlated with each other. Figure 6.2
shows the results of intersecting the thickened extrema contours of the
peak-ratio, signal-noise-ratio and local-support-ratio to infer the motion
boundaries. (a), (b) and (c) display the intersections of the extrema

contours thickened by one, two and three pixels, respectively. This

approach has the attractive feature that it does not require the setting of a
threshold and it can be used to rule out false alarms. Figure 6.2
demonstrates that the measures are highly correlated at a motion
boundary, whereas elsewhere in the image they are weakly correlated

with each other.

Figure 6.2 Intersecting the Extrema Contours of the Developed Measures to Estimate

Motion Boundaries.

(a) thickened by one pixel (b) thickened by two pixels (c) thickened by three pixels
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6.1.1.2 Natural Motion Sequence

Figure 6.3 (a) shows the Canny edges of the Salisbury Robot Hand; (b)
displays the estimated motion boundaries when the hand is lifting the

object that it is holding, where the peak-ratio has been thresholded and its
output has been suppressed where the average intensity gradient was not
sufficiently large; (c) shows the detected global maxima of the peak-ratio.

Figure 6.3. Estimating Motion Boundaries in a Natural Image Sequence.

(a) Canny Edges

(b) Peak-ratio thresholded

(c) Global maxina of peak-ratio
'C-I-..- "

[..4.
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6.1.2 Dynamic Occlusion Method

Figure 6.4 (a) shows where the Dynamic Occlusion Method estimated the

appearance or disappearance of thin-bars in a random-dot display of a

translating square. This method gives a rough sense of the motion

boundary, although it does not provide complete boundaries. (b) Shows

the output of this method for the same motion display as in Figure 6.1.

The marked locations provide a sense of the boundaries for this more

complex display, although there are false alarms in the rotating regions.

Figure 6.4 Estimating Motion Boundaries using the Dynamic Occlusion Method.

(a) (b)

6.2 The Estimation of Visual Motion

A local histogram of the potential displacements has its highest peak at

the displacement that received the most local support. Hence, this

displacement represents an estimate of the image flow.

6.2.1. Complex Dynamic Random-Dot Display

The first panel in Figure 6.5 shows the estimated image flow field for a

complex random-dot motion sequence which contains a rotating circle

and rectangle, and a translating square. The second panel displays the

error in the computed flow field. As expected, the error is largest in the

vicinity of the motion boundaries. In the interior of the rotating objects,

there are also small errors at the borders between the regions of constant

displacement that differ only by one displacement unit.
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Figure 6.5 Estimating the Image Flow Field.
The first panel shows the estimated image flow field for a complex random-dot motion
sequence which contains a rotating circle and rectangle, and a translating square. The
second panel displays the error in the computed flow field. As expected, the error is
largest in the vicinity of the motion boundaries. In the interior of the rotating objects,
there are also small errors at the borders between the regions of constant displacement
that differ only by one displacement unit.
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6.3 Extracting Complete & Unique Motion Boundaries

The pointwise output of the motion boundary estimators is often broadly
localized and it can contain gaps. We apply and modify the Structural

Saliency Method developed by Sha'ashua & Ullman to extract single and
unique boundaries without gaps.

6.3.1. Complex Dynamic Random-Dot Display

Figure 6.6 (a) shows the estimated motion boundaries for a random-dot

motion sequence which contains a translating circle, rectangle and square,
where the peak-ratio has been used and thresholded to provide the

estimate. (b) Displays the three most salient structures extracted by the
Structural Saliency Method, where the motion estimates are used to

ensure that the contours do not wander across motion boundaries. The
purpose of the second stage is to extract complete boundaries from an
input that can be noisy.

Figure 6.6 Extracting Complete & Unique Motion Boundaries.

Input Output
Estimated motion Connected contours belonging
boundaries to differently moving objects
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CHAPTER 7
APPLICATIONS

7.1 Stereopsis

" Th.dhpurify Stereopsis computes relative depth by using the differences, also calledfids o awsop"
"= j' q disparities, in the projection of points in space onto the two eyes orto u•Sfto

a •dic el- cameras, which view the scene from two slightly different vantage points.
of The key problem of stereopsis is how to match points in the two images

"• Adva, n that correspond to the same point in space. This correspondence problemto &-Wt d?&
oad is inherently underdetermined and constraints are needed to solve it. As

for the computation of the image flow field, the assumption is typically

nuke amade that the surfaces of objects are generally smooth, i.e., that the
ZwO*." disparity varies smoothly almost everywhere in the image. This

constraint is not valid across depth boundaries, and so far, most stereo

Md coalgorithms not only do not directly detect discontinuities in depth but
&wm pralso perform badly precisely at these locations [10,461. The methods

developed for the early detection of motion boundaries are relevant to
stereopsis in the following ways.

First, stereopsis is a special case of general motion, because its disparity
fields are equivalent to image flow fields created by a restricted class of
motions and all the motion boundaries are due to depth discontinuities.
Hence, these depth boundaries can be detected by the methods developed
for general motion at a stage prior to the depth computation, where the
two images do not need to be registered.

Second, motion boundaries can be used as stereo matching features
and there is psychological evidence that the human visual system is able
to do this [21,22,321. The motion boundaries can be matched using the
ordering constraint, i.e., if a motion discontinuity is to the left of another
motion discontinuity in the left image then this ordering will be
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preserved in the right image, and vice versa. Further, the figural
continuity and edge connectivity constraints can be applied, because the

motion boundaries will form continuous contours [5,261.

Third, the detected motion and depth boundaries can be used as

pointers to the regions in the two images that do not possess a match in
the other image due to occlusion. In particular, these occluded regions

will always be to the right (left) of a depth discontinuity in the left (right)
image, for perspective projection. A search could be performed in the
neighborhood of a detected motion or depth boundary to determine the

extent of an occluded region. Finally, the corresponding points, that are

visible in both eyes, could be then matched using the ordering constraint,
thereby simplifying the correspondence problem.

Fourth, a stereo algorithm can be devised that simultaneously
computes depth and its discontinuities, because the highest peak in the

local histogram of the potential disparities estimates the disparity, and the

depth boundaries can be inferred where the peak-ratio, for example, is

close to one.

To summarize, it is advantageous to detect depth or motion
boundaries prior to and use them in the stereo computation, because they

make explicit where the smoothness assumption is not valid, and they

could be used to simplify the correspondence problem.

7.2 Surface Reconstruction

In most models of stereopsis, disparity is initially computed at specific

locations, such as where intensity changes sharply. The surface

reconstruction from this sparse and noisy data can be formulated in terms

of minimizing an energy functional [14,20,401. In particular, the surface

reconstruction should be performed as a piecewise smooth interpolation

to account for the existence of several surfaces within a scene. Without

the knowledge of the locations of depth discontinuities, the information

about the shape of one surface can affect the shape of an adjacent surface,
i.e., the surface reconstruction scheme will smooth over the boundaries.
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Hence, the early detection of depth boundaries is of special importance

because it makes explicit where not to smoothly interpolate the sparse
depth map. The methods described in this thesis can be used to segment

sparse and noisy depth maps (see Figure 7.1).

Figure 7.1 Detecting Boundaries in a Sparse Depth Map.
(a) Shows the synthetic depth map used as the test input. The depth map has a depth
range of 200 units. The resolution is reduced by a factor of 10, because the depth gradient is
too large and changes too rapidly over the spatial support used to construct the local
histograms of the depth estimates. (b) Displays the depth boundaries detected by
thresholding the signal-noise-ratio, where the sparseness of the data is 10% and Gaussian
noise has been added.

(a) Synthetic depth map (b) Signal-noise-ratio thresholded
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CHAPTER 8
SUMMARY & CONCLUSION

This thesis has shown, firstly, that a useful segmentation can be

performed on the basis of motion information alone at an early stage of

visual processing. Secondly, it has been demonstrated that the estimation

of motion boundaries can be decoupled from the computation of a full

image flow field and how it can be performed in parallel. Thirdly, this

thesis has shown how to integrate the pointwise output of the developed

motion boundary estimators with a process that can extract salient,

complete and unique contours, where contour segments belonging to

differently moving objects are separated and segments belonging to the

same object are grouped together. The detection of motion boundaries
has been performed in two stages: (i) the local estimation of the motion

discontinuities and of the visual flow field; (ii) the extraction of complete

boundaries belonging to differently moving objects.

8.1 The First Stage

For the first stage, three new methods have been presented that can

independently estimate the presence and location of motion boundaries:

the Bimodality Tests, the Bi-distribution Test, and the Dynamic Occlusion

Method. These methods require only local computations. They have been

implemented on the Connection Machine, a parallel network of simple,

locally interconnected processors.

The Bimodality Tests and the Bi-distribution Test make use of the fact

that at a motion boundary certain quantities, which can be easily

computed from an image sequence, will cluster around two different

points in a local histogram. The quantities in question are (i) the potential

displacements of an image point, or (ii) the flow component measured in

the direction of the intensity gradient. The local histograms are

constructed at every point using a circular support, whose radius ranges

between five and eight pixels.
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We use a Gaussian matching function, which depends on the
difference in intensity at the two points defining a displacement, to

compute the match score of a possible displacement. This matching
function has been chosen to account for the fact that the intensity values

at corresponding points can change due to noise and changes in
illumination. Further, we use the magnitude of the intensity gradient or
its local average to suppress false alarms in regions with little texture.

We assume that the image flow field can be approximated as locally

constant. Hence neighboring points will have a potential displacement in

common. We can relax this assumption by using an Gaussian spatial
support function that weighs contributors less that are farther away from

the point at which the histogram is computed. This will account for the
fact that the flow vectors at points farther apart are less likely to be equal
in a smoothly varying flow field. It will also cause the response of the
Ratio measures to be sharpened.

The Bimodality Tests consist of four measures that monitor the degree

of bimodality present in the local histograms of either the potential
displacements or the normal flow components. The peak-ratio, the local-

support-ratio and the signal-noise-ratio can be computed from the local
histograms directly, and each of them captures a different characteristic of

a motion boundary. The chi-square measure estimates bimodality by

measuring how well a Gaussian distribution can be fitted to a local
histogram. Of these four measures, the peak-ratio and signal-noise-ratio

estimate motion boundaries most accurately and reliably, because they
directly measure the degree of bimodality present in the local histograms.
It was also found that more than one of these measures can be combined

to detect boundaries and to rule out false alarms by intersecting the
thickened extrema contours of several of these measures.

The Bi-distribution Test, which uses the non-parametric statistical

Kolmogorov-Smirnov test, can compare any two distributions. But this
method often does not perform as well as the Bimodality Tests, because

the local histograms used in the detection of motion boundaries can be
sufficiently different even for nearby points belonging to the same
moving object.
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The reason why we have developed five different measures is because
they each capture and monitor a different characteristic of a motion

boundary. We have shown that these measures have a global extrema at

a motion boundary, whereas their local extrema elsewhere in the image

are weakly correiated with each other. Thresholds have been derived for

the different measures, and we have shown how to use thresholding and
the detection of global extrema as ways to infer the presence of motion

boundaries. In particular, the approach that combines and intersects the

thickened extrema contours to estimate the boundaries has the attractive

feature that it does not require the setting of a threshold. The motion
boundaries are inferred by corroborating the information provided by

these measures, and good results have been obtained.

The Dynamic Occlusion Method uses the fact that thin-bars are created

or destroyed at a motion boundary. Dynamic occlusion of these simple
features can be computed locally in a way that can estimate boundaries

prior to the computation of motion without having to solve global

correspondence.

It has also been shown that the visual flow field can be locally

estimated as a by-product of the early estimation of motion boundaries.
The highest peak in a local histogram of the potential displacements

estimates the local image flow. The measures that are sensitive to degree

of bimodality present in the local histograms reflect how good the
estimate is. It was noted that the developed method to compute visual

motion is well-posed and that it is similar to the local voting scheme

proposed by Biilthoff, Little & Poggio [7].

8.2 The Second Stage

We have applied and modified the Structural Saliency Method

developed by Sha'ashua & Ullman [37,451 to extract complete and unique

boundaries from the pointwise output of the first stage, which is often

broadly defined and can contain gaps. Boundary segments belonging to

differently moving objects have been separated by using the motion

estimates provided by the first stage to constrain which edge segments can
be formed.
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The Structural Saliency Method extracts boundaries and doses gaps by
employing a simple iterative scheme that uses an optimization approach
to measure the saliency of curves of line segments in terms of their

smoothness and length. The optimization problem is formulated in
terms of maximizing a structural saliency measure 12(n) over all curves
of length n starting from P.

The computation is linear in n because 0 has been chosen to be an
extensible function. Hence, the most salient curve of length n at P will be
equal to the maxima over all segments leaving P and the maximal curves
of length (n-i) starting at the respective end-points of these segments. The
saliency measure is associated with each segment and not with the entire
curve.

Because the area defined by the first stage is broadly defined, there will
be several contours growing alongside each other. To extract the most
salient curve, we propagate the saliency value of the most salient
segment along the curve that contributed to its value. This is done
iteratively by each segment maximizing over the value of its preferred
neighbor and its own. Thus, the largest value is propagated along its
curve. Finally, we perform a non-maximal suppression operation, where
each segment suppresses all its neighboring segments if their saliency
value was less and if they had similar motion estimates associated with
them. Hence, the most salient contours belonging to differently moving

objects remain alongside each other.

Finally, we have presented results that show that the developed
methods can successfully segment scenes with several independently
moving objects, without prior knowledge of the shape and motion of the
objects. We have also shown that the developed methods can segment
sparse depth maps.
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